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WOMEN'S FORUM AS SAFETY VALVE AT COPENHAGEN
delegates, Shirley Bakhtar, said she
would march if Bella Abzug marched.
Mrs Marcos who lead the
Philippine delegation said 'The roles
of men and women naturally
contrive to be differentiated. As
Eastern philosphy has postulated and
modern science has confirmed, the
universe is Ying and Yang, male and
female principles merging into a
functioning whole.'
Mrs Marcos also said, 'The family is
the basic foundation of society
where moral values are gained to
ensure the stability of individuals and
the community. She said that she is
no supporter of 'non-sexism'.

Frieda Brown interviewing Judy Carter daughter-in-law of President Carter, who
was a member of the United States delegation to the United Nations MidDecade Conference for Women in Copenhagen 14th-30th July.
"The Non Governmental Forum at
the United Nations Mid Decade
World Conference on Woment at
Copenhagen was a safety valve for
the extreme feminist viewpoint', a
United Nations Official told Mrs
Freda Brown, the official Church
Record correspondent at the UN
Conference.
The official conference endorsed a
plan of action which would have the
broad support of Christians for it
sought to better the position of
women throughout the world and to
remove social discrimination against
women. It dealt with matters of
health as well as social status.
Mrs Brown said, 'Although some
observers felt there were other
reasons for the decision of Australia
to vote against the plan of action
endorsed at the official conference
because of its references to Zionism,
the Government was acting in
accordance with a consistent policy
in the UN. The Australian

Deaconess in
charge of
parish
A Deaconess who for many years
felt called to the priesthood was on
Sunday licensed by the Bishop of
Kensington as Minister-in-charge of
St. Faith's Brentford.
Deaconess Audrey Kemp will not
be able to celebrate the Eucharist,
give absolution, or conduct
weddings. But she will live in the
vicarage and will have all the other
duties and authorities of a priest.
For specifically priestly work she
will be helped by the Rev. John
Bowden, Editor of the SCM Press,
who worships at the church, and by
clergymen from neighbouring
parishes.
The Bishop of Kensington (the
Right Rev. Ronald Goodchild) said
this week that the licensing

Government has repeatedly rejected
moves by some member countries to
denounce Zionism, and it acted
accordingly when Zionism was
lumped together with colonialism,
neo-colonialism, and imperialism.
'Some of the feminist groups
denounced Australia saying that the
reasons for the Government's actions
were simply related to the fear of
offending the Jewish vote at the
coming elections. The fact that
Australia intends to support the plan
of action endorsed by the UN
Official conference shows clearly that
the issue for Australia was simply
Zionism.
'At a press conference, Iranian
women who support the Khomeini
revolution spoke with an American
journalist, Bella Abzug who offered
to arrange a March of Mothers in
Washington to persuade the
President to do something about the
hostages, if the Iranian women would
do the same and march in the streets
of Teheran. One of the Iranian
virtually the same service as that used
at the institution of a priest — was
not a demonstration for the
ordination of women. It was a
perfectly legitimate experiment
which had the goodwill of the
parishioners.
Bishop Goodchild was concerned
that the Church should have
experience of what happened when
a woman was put in charge of a
parish. Also, he thought, Deaconess
Kemp deserved this opportunity
since she was very capable, highly
trained theologically and
experienced in parish work and had
been "virtually a curate for fifteen
years."
Mr. Paul Mowforth, one of St.
Faith's churchwardens, said that they
had decided to have Deaconess
Kemp as their Minister-in-charge
because they wanted to increase the
visiting and caring work of the parish,
"and this is her special forte." He did
not think they would lose any
parishioners as a result of the move.

On other pages ... Can you take yourself to see Breaker Moretti ... page 2. Lambs lose their
way — U.K. repo. on bishops differing views ... page 3. C. S. Lewis on stage . . page 5.
Uni. Mission beckleeh
page 8. Anguish ---- Cry for help or self pity ... page 7.

'A UN official expressed the
opinion that in no way would an
official UN conference endorse ideas
such as lesbianism and the liberation

Mrs. Lucille Mair, Secretary General
of the United Nations Decade of
Women who was presented with a
resolution by some Australian
Christian women asking the
conference to protect the family as
the God-given unit of a stable
society in its world plan of action.
The Australian Prime Minister, Mr
Fraser had already received one from
the same group of almost similar
wording which is supported by
360,000 Australian women.

Photo U.N. by Milton Grant

'In contrast to the Official
Conference, the Forum saw a very
different debate. The Christian
women who attended the Forum
held a workshop on 'Whatever
happened to Motherhood'. They felt
that it made a considerable impact
although it was lampooned by other
Australian women who attended the
Forum.
The Christian Women's concern
that the idea of the interchangeability
of the roles of men and women
would be a step backwards had also
been misrepresented by other
Australian delegates at the Forum.
The concept of non-sexist education
was also debated and some of the
Australian delegates sought to put
forward this idea as an official
Australian position because of
support by some public servants in
the Australian Schools Commission.
governments against the guerillas in
the fight against white minority rule.
Both men should therefore leave the
country and the Bishop should long
since have gone, since "he has no
place among us."

Bishop in
Zimbabwe
under fire
A minister in the Zimbabwean
Government this week attacked the
Anglican Church there as oppressive,
and called for the Bishop of
Mashonaland and the Dean of
Salisbury to leave the country.
The attack, by Mr. Edgar Tekere,
Minister of Manpower Planning,
coincided with the arrival at the
"Church Times" office of a letter
from the Bishop, the Right Rev. Paul
Burrough, criticising Bishop Hugh
Montefiore of Birmingham for his
radical attitude towards South Africa.
Mr. Tekere, himself an Anglican
and the son of a priest, delivered his
attack at a meeting of Anglican clergy
in Salisbury on Sunday. He claimed
that the Anglican Church had been,
and still was, "an instrument of
oppression." The process of
revolution must take its course even
in the Church, he said.
Mr. Tekere also claimed that
Bishop Burrough and Dean John Da
Costa had supported past

Alton ('; ill,('?

of minors from their parents. Not in
the next twenty years!' 'There was
confusion over the meaning of
sexism among some of the Third
World delegates. They took it to
mean discrimination against women
and some therefore supported the
idea. Some of the Western women
used it as a far more loaded term to
support extreme feminist views.

Bishop Burrough is reported
having rejected Mr. Tekere's
accusations and of having said that
he had been threatened with
prosecution by the white
Government for the stand which he
had taken in the war. He also said
that he had regularly visited Mr.
Tekere when the latter was in
detention.
In an open letter to the "Church
Times" Bishop Burrough criticises
Bishop Montefiore for saying
recently: "I went to South Africa as a
white liberal, I returned a horrified
radical."
Bishop Burrough observes that
"horrified" seems to him both
Christian and understandable, but
"radical" is regrettable because of its
modern associations with civil and
military violence.
Bishop Burrough believes that self
sacrificing offers to help South Africa
"would pay off and be a more
excellent way."
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Graham Turner
on "How Fares
the Church of
England" looks at
contrasting views
held by En,lish
Bishops

Reporting News in a Christian
Newspaper.
There is some disagreement about the reporting of news in Christian
newspapers.
Some feel that every item of news should reflect the editorial or theological
position of the paper. If an item is reported which is contrary to the theological
position of the paper, then the editorial committee should comment on that for
the guidance of the readers. If it does not, then it should be left out. Others feel
that all manner of news should be reported and there should be no editorials
at all. The argument is that readers should be allowed to do what they do with
the daily papers. There readers are forced to read with discernment. They will
not always agree with what they read. They will not always agree with the
political bias of a journalist, and they will take that into consideration when
passing judgement on the new item. It is therefore up to the readers to read with
discernment in evaluating information. Why should not the religious press allow
its readers to do the same?
The present policy of the Record stands in between these two positions, and
we would like to outline our policy for it seems to have generated
misconceptions in the minds of some regular readers.
In addition to the regular features there is a vast amount of material that
comes to the Record by way of press releases, telex messages, news items and
a large number of other religious papers especially from overseas. In addition
there is our own reporting.
The Record asks itself — What is news? News is the plural of new, and we
aim to bring you new information in a brief and attractive form that will not be
accessible to readers from other sources. (The 1980 change in format was made
to make it easy for you to read.)
The Record also asks — What important things are happening in the Christian
scene both here and overseas? Some of the things are disturbing, others are
exciting and give cause for thanksgiving. Some represents the action of
Churches or Church connected organisations we cannot agree with.
It seems fair that we allow such groups or particular activities to be made
known to the readers in the form in which they were presented in the news
release. Christians can hear how those with whom they do not agree think
about a particular issue. It gives an opportunity to hear them presenting their
argument, and after all that is a courtesy we should extend to people in our daily
interaction with them.
The Record also aims to make news comment. It does so in its editorials.
There are trends and issues that the Record sees as important both for the
Christian community and also our society. We believe it is important that we
make independent comment, and put what we believe is a Christian viewpoint.
There are occasions when none of the secular press will comment on issues, nor
will the governments because it could cost them votes.
There are other occasions when we have successfully lobbied the State or
Commonwealth on issues such as child pornography and the recent U.N.
conference in Copenhagen.
There are of course issues that denominations do not wish to discuss because
they are difficult and at times embarrassing and at times hard to justify. The
editorial comment ought to be made, and the paper makes its pages available
to reply on such issues through its letters to the editor, or in a press release. We
believe it would be wrong not to allow others to reply.
We also believe that editorial comment is important in suggesting solutions
on issues that confront the Christian community. We may not always be right
but we do speak up.
Finally letters give a forum for expression of opinion, regardless of whether
the Record agrees or not. We print your opinions provided they are not libelous
or factually incorrect as far as we can judge.
Our stand on some issues is known, on some issues we change in the light
on subsequent developments, but our convictions about the nature of God and
His world and revelation have not changed.
The Record aims to help you keep informed about what is new and what is
important in the present world of the Christians. We want you to know what
others are thinking and doing, and also let you know what we think on issues
where it is not obvious. However when we print viewpoints in our paper that
are the opinions of those with whom we do not agree, it ought not to be taken
we are not endorsing them.

Dear Sir,
I was disturbed to read your Film Review of
"Yanks" July 14 for a number of reasons.
Although the unnamed reviewer stated the
film contained explicit sex, violence, offensive
words and racial prejudice, he was prepared
— even happy — to recommend it for viewing,
and particularly so for 18+ youth groups.
Obviously the assumption is that explicit sex
can be viewed and discussed objectively, in'
the same way as racial prejudice or violence. I
disagree strongly. The impact of, say, explicit
sex, on a person's mind, not only young
people's will be feet long after any erudite
discussion has faded from memory.
The ACR surely is expected to contain
material of interest, concern, relevance to a
Christian community and is trusted as such.
If it wishes to take a stance on issues that are
delicate and controversial, let it state so openly
and not under the guise of a film review.
The Christian public will then know what
the policy emphasis of the paper is and can be
wary in future.
The distributor of the film must be delighted
with the size of the review and photo.
Surely the ACR has better things, of a more
edifying value to fill its space with.
Yours faithfully, John Menear, Caringbah

Reply to letter re movie review.
This letter raises a subject of some
considerable discussion potential and one
which I view as most important in the area of
Christian witness. How far do we go in our
viewing of the world?
Do we shut ourselves off from the world
and live in an isolated Christian ghetto? Do we
withdraw from the world to such a degree that
we lose touch and become irrelevant?
I assume that the writer of this letter has
taken the view that the ghetto is a workable
option. In that case I also must draw the
conclusion that he will never read or preach
from:
Song of Songs 1:13 or 1:6 because of
obvious sexuality,
or Judges 4:21 and similar Kings passages
because of overt violence.
My concern is that the bridging material we
use as christians helps rather than hinders our
evangelism. Young adults see just as much as
is shown in Yanks on TV and in their school
required reading curriculum.
We need to he able to communicate with
young people in plain language that they
understand and to show them that we have
answers to the issues raised by such movies as
Yanks. One of the reasons we are not
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It's an astonishing thing that I've
got to say this as a bishop" remarked
Graham Leonard, Bishop of Truro,
"but I really do believe the Gospel to
be true and that, if we apply it, it'll
work."

BREAKER MORANT
It you've never quite understood why men c rucified Jesus Christ or you've
thought "I would never have condemned an innocent man to death", Breaker
Moradt shows the true stuff of which we are made.
Expediency is the key motive operational in the army leaders who are fighting
an unfamiliar war against a determined enemy. When an opportunity comes to
make an example of someone who plays the game differently — albeit
successfully — expedience is exercised.
Breaker Morant, in which Jack Thompson won the best supporting actor at
Cannes, is visually brilliant and certainly the most engrossing film I have seen
all year.
Superb acting by Woodward and Thompson is matched by a well paced
production which has little room for criticism. If a small amount of raw language
and implied sex are going to offend, avoid the film; however, in doing so you
will miss one of Australia's great films and a personally challenging look at
yourself and what you would do under the same "Good Friday" circumstances.
Adults only.
Breaker Morant at Village Cinema City, 545 George Street, Sydney.
communicating as Christians is that we have
little knowlege of where young adults are or
what pressures they are subject to.
I stand by the review. Yanks is excellent
discussion material if you feel you have the
answers.
Geoff Holt
P.S. If you think Yanks was bad you should
have watched Farewell My Lovely on Channel
7 Sunday 27.7.80. Probably your congregation
saw frontal nudity in that which was far worse.
Sir,
I take it that fundamental New Testament
principles teach us to give honour to whom
honour is due (Romans 13:71 and to give
praise and encouragement where necessary
and right, before criticising or condemning
fellow Christians (Phil. 4:81.
Therefore, despite a number of good points
rightly made about the dangers of "let Setting
Christians" (ACR 28.7.80), I found N. May's
letter rather lacking. To make a blanket
condemnation of some major and significant
Christian agencies and to severely call in
question the motives of all who would obey
God's call to serve with them is scarcely
justified.
As a grateful recipient in recent years of visits
to East Africa by missionary society leaders
arid having seen first-hand the activities of
some helping agencies in a Third World
situation, I would venture the opinion that
many live, work, travel and visit in a
responsible, reasonably frugal and Christhonouring way.
I share N. May's deep concern that at times
individual actions and certain organisational
policies and practices reflect the "world",
rather than the gospel of Christ. But it is my
conviction that there are more constructive
and loving ways of making our voices heard
than harsh, negative condemnation. Let us
honour, respect and above all pray for those
whose responsibilities involve travel, visits,
conferences, learning, exchanging
information, pastoral care and sharing the
good news of Christ in the international world
today.

The letter regarding Christian "jet setters"
does need comment.
First. The majority of responsible Christian
leaders I know regard jet travel as a necessary
evil and certainly one in which they take little,
if any, pleasure.
Second. Travel of the nature required by
some Christian leadership positions separates
families for considerable periods and puts
strain on lives that is not a welcome part of the
ministry.
Third. Whilst away, work continues to pile
up at home. Upon return, every traveller faces
extra hours in the office to catch up.
All participants from Western countries who

attended the recent Pattaya conference had to
pay their own way.
Looked at from the outside, overseas or
interstate travel could be misconstrued as a
pleasure. It is certainly a lot less than that. St.
Paul didn't seem to enjoy travelling all that
much but did it in the spirit of the Kingdom.
We try to follow in his footsteps.
nishop J. R. Reid

MAINLY
AB t t UT
PE c• PL
SYDNLY
REV. W. I. RABAUL died 17th July, 1980.
REV. R. M. BUCKINGHAM resigns from
Lithgow on 31.10.80 to go to B.C.A.

MELBOURNE
REV. D. G. PEAKE, North Frankston — Rector,
St. Mark's Fitzroy 24th September, 1980.
REV. K. RAZMARA — Rector, St. Paul's
Fairfield 29th August, 1980.
REV. P. G. RICKARDS, Assistant Chaplain in
Department of Chaplaincies — Chaplain for
the Family and Adolescent Services of the
Community Welfare Service of Victoria from
18th August.
REV. A. A. SMITH will retire from Church of
the Emmanuel, Oakleigh on 30th November,
1980.
REV. A. Mcl. WRIGH F will retire from St.
John's Footscray on 30th September, 1980.
REV. I. N. TEMBY was ordained Deacon on
25th July—Assistant Curate at St. Thomas'
Essmdon.

ADELAIDE
THE REV. D.1. BINNS, Rector, Vicar of St.
I uke's Church, Vermont (Melbourne) —
Parish of St. Luke's, Whitmore Square,
Adelaide early in October.
THE REV. N. A. CONNEt.L resigned Priest-inCharge of St. Luke's Church, Modbury 20th
November, 1980 for the religious life.

CLERGY MOVES
COMMISSIONINGS
GRIFFITHS, Rev. Bernard, as Chaplain on 4 July
in the Royal Perth Rehabilitation Hospital
Chapel.
SKILTON, Rev. Laurie, Rector of Kenwick/
Thornlie on 2 July.
APPOINTMENT
ANDERSON, The Rev. Robert to be Rector of,
Innaloo/Karrinyup.
ORDINATION
Goode, the Rev. Les, will be ordained priest on
27 July in St. George's Cathedral at 10.00 ern.

A church whose senior bishops
feel constrained to protest their faith
is clearly not in the best of order; and
many in its upper echelons recite its
problems in a way which infers that
long experience in it provides one of
the severer tests of faith in modern
Britain.
At the end of each recitation
comes a (almost obligatory)
declaration of hope, but seldom
couched in terms of radiant
optimism. "I have faith in Him who
raised even the dead," said the Rev.
David Watson, one of the Church's
most active evangelists. "The C. of E.
is by no means dead, but we ran out
of spiritual capital some time ago,
and a number of leaders tell me they
have the sense of dealing with a
large, inert and comfortable body.
Unless there is some form of
renewal, the present vicars are
digging their own spiritual graves."
If the woe-criers are to be
believed, the morale of many parish
priests is desperately low, despite
surveys which show that it is the
most satisfying profession. "The loss
of nerve you meet!" exclaimed one
bishop. "What worries me," said one
of his senior colleagues, "is the
number of priests who say to me 'if I
could afford to retire tomorrow, I
"There is a real crisis of identity
'what am I here to do?'," observed
Julian T hornton-Duesbery, Canon
Emeritus at Liverpool Cathedral. "An
awful lot of priests would reply 'I'm
not quite sure. I'm here to do what
God wants, but I'm hanged if I can
see what it is'."
"DON'T BELIEVE THE GOSPEL
WORKS"
"What's happened," explained
Canon Michael Green, Rector of St.
Aldates, Oxford, "is that you've had
whole generations of people and
multitudes of clergy who've lost
confidence.in the Gospel, never seen
anyone's life changed and don't
believe it can happen."
Many of the episcopate, crushed
by the demands of a proliferating
bureaucracy, find the going equally
hard and by no means all have
emerged with their faith undimmed.
Graham Leonard recalled that, after
the recent working party report on
homosexuality had appeared, its
chairman, the Bishop of Gloucester,
had said on the radio that, although
it was clear from the Scriptures that
homosexual acts were morally
wrong, we couldn't go by that now,
we had to have compassion.
"When I hear bishops and clergy
going against the Lord's clear
command on the grounds of
supposed compassion," said
Leonard, "I'm forced to ask myself
'what do they really believe in?"'
"What I count important myself,"
remarked a senior bishop, "are the
old-fashioned virtues of the Gospel,
like holiness and faithfulness. About
a third of the bishops would take the
same view. The other two-thirds, I
just don't know, they don't seem to
believe that the Lord's way is the
best, so they try to alter it or

Applauding the enthronement of the Archbishop of Canterbury. Of his appointment Graham I ut ler suggests "Could be
Photo A.1.0.
chairman of the BBC Governors".
concentrate on just keeping the
show going."
COPES AND MITRES CLUB
Three times a year, said Michael
Green, he went to a gathering of
leading bishops and theologians
called the Copes and Mitres, most of
whom seemed to believe very little.
"The theologians say 'poor old
bishops, they died intellectually ten
years ago,' while the bishops ask
themselves 'how can we relate what
you chaps are saying to what the
Church is supposed to believe and in
everyday language,' The few who
believe in historical Christianity stick
out like sore thumbs."
A good many applaud the
appointment of Robert Runcie as the
new Archbishop of Canterbury, but
others gravely doubt whether he is
the man to give the Church a new
lease of life. "Very easy to talk to,"
said one bishop, "much easier than
Coggan, but the thing I feel lacking in
him is passion, the real passion for
people to be saved."
"A very typical Anglican
appointment," remarked a leading
theologian, "smooth, civilised, knows
how to balance things." "Could be
chairman of the BBC Governors?" I
suggested. "Precisely," he replied.
The thing which is fundamentally
wrong with the C. of E., say its
internal critics, is that, instead of
invading the world, the Church has
allowed itself to be invaded by the
world. Many of its most notable
figures privately agree with Edward
Norman's views about its
secularisation, though not all have
yet found occasion to say so publicly.
WE APE DEMOCRACY AND
BANKING
"We have allowed ourselves to be
infiltrated by the structure and
practices of a regular society," said
Eric Wild, Bishop of Reading. "You
can see it in our synods, where we
ape Parliamentary democracy, in
finance where we ape joint-stock
banking."
"The Board of Finance offered to
provide a bridging loan for one of
our churches at Bank Rate," recalled
one of his colleagues, "and, when a
priest asked if the Church ought to
engage in usury among its own
members, nobody understood a
blind word of what he was saying.
Then, take the homosexuality thing,

which we treated very much as social
scientists might treat it, instead of
saying how people might attain to a
measure of the stature of Christ."
Edward Norman himself was
tremendously saddened by what he
saw at the Lambeth Conference. "It
could have been a discussion of how
to promote economic growth," he
said, "or process nuclear waste. It
was incredible to me that they were
the spiritual guides of a large part of
Christendom. I was shocked, and I'm
not easily shocked."
Senior members of the Church's
hierarchy accept many of Norman's
strictures, although they argue that,
as a national church, the C. of E. must
inescapably reflect society and its
values. "When Norman says 'let the
Church be the Church'," said Stuart
Blanch, Archbishop of York, "he is
right. We have given a great deal of
thought to the consensus and, if
you're always trying to adjust to the ,
feelings of people, you lose the sharp
edge of the Gospel.

"If you look for the Church of
England to be distinctive from
society, you will be disappointed,
because it would be denying itself. It
is not and cannot pretend that it is.
There is a certain 'syncretism' about
it. To that extent, we are invaded by
the world."
There was, he conceded, "a deep
contradiction between the demands
of the Gospel and the demands of
the Church. The Church, whether we
like it or not, is inescapably regarded
as a kind of cement for society, an
idea notably absent from New
Testament writings."
This alliance with secular values
has, in the critics' view, led to an
unwholesome preoccupation with

structural change as an answer to the
Church's problems.
Others, however, take a more
hopeful view of the Church's
prospects. One such is Peter, Bishop
of Lewes, an Anglican monk who
spends 11/4 hours on his knees every
morning before matins, starting at 5
a.m.
"My feeling about the Church," he
said, "is that we are poised for a
renewal of exciting Christian life
which will surprise us all. That
doesn't mean I'm encouraged by the
state of the Church, but I see within
the life of ordinary people such a
readiness to respond.
"The young, particularly, are fed
up with materialism and sensuality,
those two great gods have gone sour
on them. There is, in the British, an
innate awareness of God and, if we
give them the vision, they'll respond
in the most marvellous way."
"Where the New Testament
Gospel is proclaimed, lives are
transformed," said Michael Green.
"At St. Aldates, I'm in an ironic
position. Across the road there in
Christ Church (the college of
Maurice Wiles, Regius Professor of
Divinity, who contributed to a book
doubting Christ's divinity) some
people say Jesus was a myth and that
intelligent 20th Century minds won't
buy historical Christianity. Over here,
they're queueing to get in, sitting on
the window-sills.
There are, in other words, plenty of
points of light, but the state of the
Church as a whole concerns Green
as deeply as it does members of the
hierarchy. "What we offer," said the
Bishop of Reading, "is soft, lightweight, safe and harmless. At five
minutes past midnight, that's no
damn good."
Daily Telegraph

The long awaited 4 Cyl. COMMODORE has just been released.
Available in both sedan and station waggon. You can now have
4 Cyl. economy without having to sacrifice room and comfort.
This could be just what you have been waiting for.
Please contact me about this or any other vehicle in the G.M.H.
range. I can assure you of my best attention and competitive
prices. Clergy, of course, will be allowed Fleet Owner Discount.
I am an active member of St. Paul's Church, Castle Hill and
would appreciate the opportunity of meeting you.
Harry Dlbley: Bus. 6354022; Priv. 634 1694

HILLSDONS PTY LTD
87 Church Street, Parramatta
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Public
Preaching

Archbishop's
Reasons for
Inter-faith
Dialogue

LCM court
case
dismissed
The Court case against London
City Missionary Geoffrey Holland
was dismissed on Monday at Bow
Street Magistrate Court, London.

The Archbishop of Canterbury has
warned of a "terrifying future" in
store for the world unless people
learn a deeper respect and reverence
for one another and for different
traditions and customs.

Mr. Holland had been charged
with wilful obstruction while holding
an open air meeting in Leicester
Square in February.

In a recorded message to an interfaith congress held at St. Alban's last
weekend Archbishop Runcie said
that the oil crisis had illustrated the
economic interdependence of
various parts of the world.

After dismissing the charge, the
magistrate paid tribute to "the
honesty and integrity of Mr.
Holland". While not ruling on the
principles involved in the case, and
giving no reason to think there is an
inalienable right to preach in the
open air, the magistrate ruled that
Mr. Holland's version of what had
happened was the correct one, and
that no wilful obstruction had been
committed.

He went on: "Alas, however, this
real economic interdependence is
not yet matched by an equal sense of
world community. Unless we do
develop a more lively awareness of
our unity and mutual responsibility,
the result will be tragedy."

Duncan Whyte, general secretary
of the London City Mission, said:
"We are gratified with the outcome
of the court case, and happy that one
of our workers has been exonerated
of blame and stands vindicated."

The Primate said that there was still
much suspicion attached to interfaith work.
"Some recent ungenerous
statements have implied that those
active in this congress are merely
conniving at syncretism and
promoting a thin consomme of all
the religions. Nothing, in my
experience, could be further from the
truth about honest and searching
inter-faith dialogue."

LCM, said Mr. Whyte, was
conscious of the difficulties facing
the police in their work and was
anxious not to interfere.
"The magistrate recommended
that we liaise beforehand with the
police, and this LCM will do. We
have instructed our missionaries to
comply with any requests made by
the police, and therefore we hope to
avoid any future problems arising in
regard to LCM's open air ministry —
both in Leicester Square or anywhere
else in London."
C.W .N

The congress was held in
association with the World Congress
of Faiths, of which the Dean of
Westminster, the Very Rev. Edward
Carpenter, is president. Islamic,
Buddhist and Jewish speakers took
part.

South A.Church Ancient coin
and Govt. Confer may date the
All members of the South African
Shroud
Council of Churches, through the
secretary, Bishop Tutu sent an urgent
telegram to the Prime Minister
requesting an interview on the
present unrest and confrontation that
developed since the arrest of Rev.
John Thorne, President of
Congregationalist Church.

The Prime Minister replied that he
would be willing to enter into
discussions with the SACC if they
could give him the assurance that
they do not support the communist
threat against South Africa; that they
will in no way influence young men
against military service; that they
openly reject violence as a means to
bring about changes in South Africa;
and that they dissociate themselves
from the ANC.
In reply the Executive of the SACC
said in a statement that the SACC
"Rejected violence as a means of
maintiining or overthrowing the
authority of the State, including
institutionalised violence such as the
deprivation of citizenship, migratory
labour, detention without trial and
forced population removal schemes;
Did not undermine national service,
stressing that all South Africans of all
races had an obligation to perform
national service as 'citizens of one
country'."
The statement insisted on the right
of every citizen to conscientious
objection to military service and to
therefore be allowed alternative
forms of national service; Did not
and never supported communism or
any other ideology, and did not
identify with the ANC or any other
political movement.
The Prime Minister had invited the
Executive of the SACC to a meeting
in Pretoria, this month.
R.E.S.

100 ' earl ago
Extracts from Church Record 1

Protestant Alliance:—
To THE HONOURABLE THE COMMONS
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND IRELAND IN PARLIAMENT
ASSEMBLED.

MORMONISM IN EUROPE
It is reported that fifty Mormon
missionaries are going to preach
Mormonism in Great Britain and
on the Continent.

THE CHURCH MISSIONARY
SOCIETY'S INCOME

REFUGEES

are peoplctoo

Refugees and hardship_ The two go hand in hand.
You can help. The World Vision Refugee Fund wiRmakeavailablemoney for
projects in refugee centres throughout South East Asia that will give
employment and medicaltraining. It will provideclean water, makepoemble
food production projectslikechickenraisingand vegetsblegrowing weasel..
40,000 refugees, and provide language tuition and education, through Chris.
lien churches and missions.
$45 will provide an entire family with basic support for one year.

yes

Theneeds of refugees are reel end urgent. Your quick response could mean •
family'a tomorrow.

„II help ;

irgissimil

e family. I'll give...
$45 to help one family for a year

s

I

SOO to help two families for year
to help
familieE
A one-time gift of S_

I
111

The Government having
expressed an intention to
introduce a measure for the
alteration of the law with the view
to enable an avowed atheist to sit
as a member of the House of
Commons, and so take part in the
enactment of laws for the
government of this Christian
nation, the following form of
petition has been issued by the

della rnv h,nkrard account

Specialists in High Qualify Hand-crafted
Jewellery, Competitive Prices

Phone

Postcode

Figion I

I LI ;

Signature

I W0121 D VISION

IRFFUGEE FUND
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•
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A NEEDY WORLD
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Desperate human needs in Uganda
today must take precedence over
bricks and mortar in the opinion of
Bishop Festo Kivengere.in explaining
why work has stopped on the
building of Kabale Cathedral in his
diocese of Kigezi. The old cathedral
is pictured in the background.

The imprint of a coin from the time
of Pontius Pilate may be used to date
the Shroud of Turin, honoured for
centuries as the burial cloth of
Christ, according to Jesuit Professor
Francis L. Filas, Chicago.

• Old Jewellery Refashioned • Will make to
order — your design • Diamond and
Sapphire Rings at 1978 prices • Continental Gold and Silver Chains and Bracelets •
Christian Fish symbol in 9 ct Gold and
Silver Pendants, Tie Tacks and Lapel Pins
• Insurance Valuations

In a 7,000-word copyrighted report
released June 29, Father Filas said the
chances were "astronomical" that
markings could have resulted from
deceptive patterns resulting from the
weave of the shroud cloth or from
plate screens used in printing photos.
"To have these four letters appear
from the Greek alphabet in proper
order by chance already amounts to
one chance in eight million," Father
Filas said. The four letters are part of
the Greek inscription, "of Tiberius
Caesar," on the coins of Pontius
Pilate. A tiny astrologer's staff was
also detected.
The imprint was found over the
right eye of the "man of the shroud"
and fits the supposition that a coin
had been placed on the eyes of the
dead man to keep them closed,
Father Filas said.
The Shroud of Turin is a burial
cloth that has been kept in a chapel
in the Cathedral of St. John in Turin,
Italy, nearly continuously since 1578.
It bears the bloody imprint of the
face and body of a man, believed to
have been Jesus Christ.
Catholic Weekly
Honourable House will refuse its
assent to any such Bill.

WHAT ELECTRICITY CAN DO

Not only is a great part of
London lighted by electricity, but
an electric railway is at work near
Berlin, and the electric force, in a
concentrated form, has been
transmitted in a small wooden box
from Paris to Glasgow. This
wonderful box is now deposited in
the laboratory of the Glasgow
University, under the vigilant eye
of its director, and being
submitted to a series of tests and
measurements, the results of some
of which made Sir William
Thompson exclaim, "Why, it's a
little witch." With reference to this
Sir William Thomson writes to us
under date May 17: "I had the
marvellous box under trial for
seventy-two hours before I left
Glasgow yesterday, giving it
successive charges, and
discharging to various degrees,
measuring approximately the
whole quantity sent in during the
charge, and taken out in the
discharge. Thus I shall be able to
calculate the amount of energy
spent, and the amount recovered
under various conditions. Mr. J. T.
Bottomley continues the trials in
my absence. A considerable time
must pass before I have results to
publish."

Leave a
living legacy!
By including the Anglican Home
Mission Society in your will, you'll
leave a living legacy of hope -- one
that will extend help to many needy
people for decades to come.

In an interview at Kabale with
Warwick Olson of the Australian
support board of African Enterprise,
Bishop Kivengere explained the
decision to suspend the cathedral
construction work.
The bishop said his people's
decision to build the cathedral went
back to 1967 soon after Kigezi
became a full diocese. The church in
use was "a nice building", erected by
missionaries fifty years ago, but his
people felt it was not an adequate
witness to the way in which God had
blessed them. The first estimates in
1967 were that the cathedral would
cost a million Ugandan shillings, but
now they were thinking in terms of
20 to 30 million Shillings because of
the rate of inflation.
The work was started and had
gone on even in the difficult days of
Idi Amin because the people wanted
a testimony in bricks and mortar, a
testimony that as Christians they
were not,oing to give in, "pressure
or no pressure, life or death".
But now after the liberation and in
the light of the great destruction
wrought under Idi Amin the work
has been stopped temporarily.

Prof. Filas, a theology professor at
Loyola University, Chicago, has
studied markings detected on
photographs of the shroud and
found them similar to those on a coin
issued between 29 and 32 A.D.,
during Pilate's regime.

rot

News Briefs
VATICAN & ZIMBABWE
The Vatican and Zimbabwe have
agreed to establish full diplomatic
relations, the Vatican announced.
The brief Vatican communique
announcing diplomatic ties said that
the Holy See and Zimbabwe,
"wishing to develop amicable mutual
relations, have decided by mutual
agreement to establish diplomatic
relations with each other at the level
of an apostolic nunciature on the
Holy See's side and an embassy on
the side of the Republic of
Zimbabwe".

Bible Contest

For further information, please
contact the General Secretary,
(Archdeacon Robert Fillingham),
The Home Mission Society, St.
Andrews' House, Sydney Square.
Tel. 20642.

C. S. Lewis —
on stage now
C. S. Lewis, one of the century's
top lay theologians who was
'surprised' out of his wits and his
atheism by the 'joy' of Christian
conversion, has been the subject of
several books over the years. His
thought has been analysed, his
writings examined,and his life and
letters placed under the proverbial
microscope.
Now the entire Lewis
phenomenon is to be dramatised. A
play, under the auspices of
Aldersgate Productions which gave
us the Wesley play Ride! Ride! will go
on tour during July.

An Australian will go to Jerusalem
in early 1981 to compete in the finals
of the fifth International Bible
Contest. The Australian finalist will
emerge from interstate contests in
February and will be the guest of the
Israeli Government for the world
final in Jerusalem. The contest is
open to members of all faiths and
creeds over the age of 18 years.

OF BOOKS and the WORLD'S END
Our church has a lending library
which I helped launch a few years
ago. Once it was inadequately
housed in a cupboard, but now it has
a small room of its own in our new
Fellowship Centre.
It is stocked with donated books,
mostly from parishioners' own
bookshelves. Being myself a
compulsive reader and bookbuyer, I
have contributed a good many of my
own, and have been able to do so
more generously since in recent
years I have become the happy
recipient of a steady flow of Christian
books for review.

the Book.

DEATH OF
SIR KENNETH GRUBB
Daniel Pearce in Song of the Lion
traces his subject's development
from childhood to schooldays, from
traumas to horrors by all accounts.
And then to the Lewis we know best
— the scholar, the professor, the
author.

There was a large gathering at St.
Margaret's, Westminster, for the
memorial service for Sir Kenneth
Grubb, who died on June 3, was
chairman of the House of Laity in the
Church Assembly from 1959 to 1970
and president of the Church
Missionary Society from 1944 to 1969.

WHAT A WORLD! Lesley Hicks

It seems that a ministry I have been
given is of seeking to fit the right
book to the spiritual need, taste and
capacity of a reader. It's a
tremendous thrill to find someone
overwhelmed by the impact of a
book for good — maybe converted
through it, or greatly helped in some
problem, or challenged to
wholehearted deep commitment.
Better still if that book, whatever its
theme, drives its reader eagerly to

The third Contest in 1964 was won
by an Australian, Graham Mitchell, a
Seventh Day Adventist,
A.C.C.

FRANK AKEHURST

PHONE 26 8368

Address

`ti

ADMISSION OF ATHEISTS
TO PARLIAMENT

SUITE 1, 8th FLOOT
TH,E NATIONAL BUILDING
250 PITT SI, SYDNEY, 2000

MriMra/Ms/Miss

State

The income of this world-wide
Society has this year reached
£207,508. More than £3,000 was
sent in as a tribute to the memory
of the late honorary secretary, the
Rev. Henry Wright, who was
drowned whilst bathing with his
boys in Coulston Lake last
autumn.

The Humble Petition of
Showeth —
That your petitioners have learned
with feelings of the deepest
sorrow and alarm that a Bill has
been introduced into your
Honourable House to alter the law
with the view of enabling a
professed atheist to sit as a
member of the House of
Commons.
That while recognizing to the
fullest extent the legal right of
admission to Parliament of all
duly-elected representatives who
profess a belief in Almighty God,
your petitioners humbly submit
that it is the duty of this nation to
maintain unimpaired the
principles on which the
Constitution is founded and the
greatness of this country has
grown up, and that any legislation
for the avowed purpose of
admitting to Parliament persons
who deny the existence of God,
and the binding force of His moral
law, and the controlling power of
the Divine Lawgiver, is calculated
to bring down God's righteous
displeasure upon the kingdom.
Your petitioners therefore
humbly pray that your

Why Work has Stopped on This Cathedral

The man's inner struggle to find
faith, his marriage late in life and his
dark journey through grief to a
deeper understanding of God's love
— all this promises to concoct an
outstanding evening for us. David
Williams, who directed the new
opera Therese at Covent Garden last
year, has devised exciting ways of
presenting the intriguing history of
the creator of Screwtape.
Hugh Manning takes the leading
'role.

I find however that far too few
Christians avail themselves of the rich
resources of Christian literature. They
are like malnourished children
ignoring a magnificent smorgasbord
of good food, gnawing only the dry
crusts of T.V. and secular literature.
Even though they have the capacity,
many scarcely read at all, and if they
do, they demand fast-moving,
gripping narrative.

DEARTH OF FICTION

The thinnest category of all in our
library, as in any Christian bookshop,
is adult fiction. Strange how the most
popular form of all in secular
literature, the novel, is so rare and so
difficult for Christians to write, or at
least to write well.
Years ago I read a novel about the
Tribulation and the end of the world
and Christ's return called "The
Twinkling of an Eye". Even by then it
had dated hilariously; itceould by no
stretch of the imagination be called
well-written. Yet I'm told that

through it many were converted and
started to take the claims of Christ
seriously both for the present and
regarding His eventual return.

THE SEVEN LAST YEARS

There is now a new novel on that
theme, "The Seven Last Years", by
American Carol Balizet (pub. Hodder
& Stoughton). I think it has
tremendous potential for evangelism.
Our two teenage daughters, after
devouring my review copy, started
lending it to friends, with promising
results. I'll have to hurry with this
before it disappears again!
It is grippingly readable — a long,
solid, exciting read — and wellwritten on the popular level. I find it
quite a convincing projection into
the future of present social
environmental and political trends —
including world church politics —
which already seem to be fulfilling
much biblical prophecy about the
last days. Such handling of prophecy
is more acceptable to me in the form
of fiction than as confident dogma as
in "The late Great Planet Earth".
Incident and characterisation are
skilfully handled, and the climax is
magnificently moving, It is refreshing
to find a novel in which the good
characters are as interesting as the
evil ones, in which conversion is
believable— goodness itself is
attractive — and the dreariest are the
couple Hank and Martha, who
without being hateful, nevertheless
refuse Christ to the bitter end.
SOME CAUTIONS: 1. The
theologically sophisticated may
object to it, especially if it runs
counter to their pet eschatological
interpretations. 2. The fact that the
author dates her story —1988-1995
— and that mention is made of its
being the result of a "revelation"
could lead some to regard its details
as more than fiction. As it is bound to
be highly popular, it could gain a sort
of cultic following; it would be a pity
if the book was discredited — far
worse if the Bible itself was—if 1988
should run its course without
devastating world-wide earthquakes
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UNITING CHURCH IN
AUSTRALIA
Lower Blue Mountains Parish
Springwood
DIRECTOR OF NURSING
Applications are invited for the above
position from Registered Nurses who have
had wide experience in Nursing Administration and Geriatric Nursing due to the
retirement of the present Director of Nursing. A Diploma in Nursing Administration
and Geriatric Nursing Certificate preferred.
but not essential.
The Complex comprises (a) 41 bed Nursing Home.
(b) 45 bed Hostel.
(c) 12 Self-Care Units
We offer this challenging position to a
mature Christian Nurse possessing the
special gifts of understanding and caring to
participate in the Christian Caring Ministry
of the Uniting Church and any projected
future development of the complex.
Salary and condition of employment will be
in accordance with the Nursing Homes'
(V.C.A.) Nurses (State) Award for A.D.A.
75-100 beds.
Applications closing on 19/8180, should
be in writing, enclosing photo copies of
Birth Certificate, current Registration Certificate also two character references, to:
The Administrator,
The Springwood Nursing Home,
P.O. Box 159,
Springwood, N.S.W. 2777

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified advertisements may be left at the office
phoned to 1331561 up to noon 14 days Delors date of
pubhcation Charge is 'Steer word with a ininirthim charge of
$340

POSITION VACANT
The Council of the Anglican Youth Department in the Diocese of Sydney are inviting
applications for the position of

Applications ohould, be lebeive-1 by Ji
August 1980 and applicants should ensure that two references are sent to the
above address by the same date.

ARE YOU THE POISON
WE ARE LOOMIS FOR?

Those who require further Information
about the school, its objects and doctrinal
basis 0.13,1:101 u1n110 10 1130aline"' L.-Id

Vlsion Volley Ancodio (A Phalan Conference Cenhe neat
Hornsby) has Iwo vocmcies to ft
The persons we ate looking to shad be committed
dvistions achaelf invoked in a church enhoy contact with
a wide variety otpeople aid have he appropriate skills
the Mies listed
I. ASSISTANT CATERING MANAGER
bpenence In ban cooking as) wising he capacity to
he Coin Mier stall and help nil CI bay Intiohen catering
fa 152 pence" this position Is hA time.
2. EVENING SOPERWSORICARETAIIR
SupeMses the use d the Centre in the evenings it p.m to
11 pm.), Mends to minor mointenance problems aid or
guests' needs security onsvenng phone. ate. The position
is pail time (25 hours per week over 5 am!
Both positions me nomiesidenhci mese poshons could be
filed by iikbet 0 husband vote team oi Nye ,rdisdudis
akvananon and orvi cd,y,s ;?ieese xotact
THE MANAGER
VISION VALLEY, ARCADIA NSW 2159
RfOftt (02)6551515

at
CHRIST'S CHURCH
LOWER WALKER STREET.
NORTH SYDNEY
(Cnr. Lavender St

FOR SALE 134 Blue Vinyl Covered Foam Kneelers nee
condition $75 Phone Missions to Seamen 241 3550

Saturday, 16th August
4-5.30 p.m. 8.30-8 p.m.
(Bring basket

FLATMATE wanted tor a house in Balrnain Rent $23 oe..week Close to transport. Phone 82 1,63

FREE AD

tea

- coffee supplied)

DREWS REMOVALS
Local, Country & InterFtate

this service to readers is a form of her advertising. A Mrs,.
wishing to buy or sell anyttung can piece a free anverasernery
of up to three lines
It the advertisement is successful, Me advent's.' is asked ,
Pay The Church Record 10 per cent of the value of the sale
once, up to a maximum of $10 per adyertieement
The service is known es FREE AD and runs on en honour
system. The advertiser will be responsible for forwarding to
The Church Record office what is owing

Gribulla needs garden furniture for is lawn Or
reasonable furniture Phone 10481 33 8,02

dOrl.rons of

WOOD COFFILL
FUNERALS

G. & C. DREW
PTY LTD

(Established ! 946)
No connection in any way with firms of
similar name
68 Smiths Ave., Hurstvllle 2220
Telephone: 50 8366
After Hours: 53 7377, 605 3690

CRUSADE CALENDAR
Please pray for these meetings. If you are interested in having
George and Rita Galieh come to your community for a crusade,
write' George Galieh Evangelistic Crusades, PO Box 101, Gymea,
NSW 2227, Australia.

CHRISTIAN CINEMA

NEW CHRISTIAN FILMS IN COLOR

1-1EAVEN'S
HEROES

.**.e.";

Mau showing.
wENIIMICENIUNY I ESPNONy
AI,. F.. NM,IOW,
TIM WACKY WEIHOON OF ANAOUGAbY CASTLE

SYDNEY

:IENCE CENTRE AUDITORIUM,
'n-45 Clarence Street, Sydney,
FRI 29 AUG AT 7.45pm
wOrs COI.Shun 'an

S. 00 cod iz'r

8th Floor, 309 Pin St. Sydney, N.S.W. 2000
Phone: (02) 212-5977
Also Melbourne, Adelable,Brisbane,Perth

STAINED GLASS WINDOWS
K. J. Little
19 Barden Street,
Arncllffe 2205

Metropolitan (All Branches) 80 0396
Katoomba

ate 11.11

THE GOSPEL FILM MINISTRY LTD.

Phones:

82 2411

Phone: 599 7348

REMOVALS

11011114Y 000OAAll MAlION

Small or Large

RANELAGH HOUSE, Robertson

STORAGE-PACKING TAXI TRUCKS
Reasonable and Reliable

Phone: (048) 85 1253

SMITH OWENS SERVICE

Baronial Marmon, heart of Southern Highlands
Tourist area. Excellent accommodation and mod et
reasonable far111 Groups and conferences at
reduced rates. Special dint, uinuarod Pets
welcome

9 PIONEER AVE, THORNLEIGH
Phone: 84 6467
A H. L Owens 48 1539

on

"BRINGING MANY SONS TO
GLORY"

Miscellaneous

Accommodation

Applicants should apply in writing, setting out details of educational qualifi.
cations, experience, marital status, age
and Christian affiliation and involvement
to.
Trinity Christian School,
Tuggeranong, A.C.T, Incorporated,
Box 45 P.O.,
Kambah. A.C.T. 2902.

Canon John Chapman
will speak

COORPAROO St. Stephen a. Brrsbaner Cm Cavendish and
Chatsworth Roads Visitors welcome 7 30 a m and 9 a m
Holy Communion 7 p.m Sunday at Seven Rector Rev Ken
Baker

NEXT SNOWING AT..

Applications are invited for the position
of senior Teacher to teach primary school
classes at the Trinity Christian School,
Canberra commencing Term 1, 1981.

CAMP HQWARD CO-ORDINATOR
The successful applicant will be responsible for the oversight of the Camp Howard
programme, including training of Directors
and staff. He or she will also have
responsibility in certain areas of the Department's work in parish youth ministry. It
is envisaged that the successful applicant
will be an Anglican with training and
experience in Christian youth and Christian
camping.
A complete job description and application
form for this position may be obtained by
contacting.The Director, Anglican Youth Dept., St.
Andrew's House, Sydney Square, 2000
Phone (02) 20642 ext 322.

Interstate Services
PERTH St jiban 5. 423 Beaufort Street. Service 9 30 a r,
Rector. Rev. Ken McIntyre All welcome
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MAKE A RESERVATION FOR
YOUR NEXT HOLIDAY
WITH AUSTRALIAN CHURCH
TRAVEL SERVICE

1. TOUR TO CAIRNS WITH A.C.T.S./TRANS OTWAY
Leaving Pram Melbourne on August 23rd this 26 day tour travels via Sydney and
Brisbane to Cairns and returns with little duplication of route. The generous
sightseeing includes visits to Hayman, Daydream, Green, Magnetic and South Molle
Islands and a cruise through Whitsunday. This good value tour is priced at $1,275
from Melbourne, $1,018 from Sydney and $721 from Brisbane.
2. VISIT ALICE SPRINGS AND THE RED CENTRE WITH A.C.T.S/AUSTRALIAN
PACIFIC
Leaving on 23rd September by air for Alice Springs with liberal sightseeing before
returning by coach via Victory Downs, Coober Pedy, Port Augusta, Flinders Ranges,
Broken Hill, Mildura and Narrandera. An alternative is to travel to Alice on one of the
final journeys of the Ghan.
from
By Air to Alice Springs
By Rail to Alice Springs

Melbourne
$859
$948

Adelaide
$734
$775

Sydney
$ 888
$1002

Brisbane
$ 983
$1110

3. BEST OF TASMANIA TOUR WITH A.C.T.S./TRANS OTWAY
This most popular 11 day tour leaves on 5th October and takes us to most of the
interesting places. Alt meals (except two lunches) are included, and the price from
Melbourne is $679

THROUGH C.M.S. BOOK CLUB & RECORD CLUB
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6. WESTERN AUSTRALIA AT WILDFLOWER TIME WITH A.C.T.S./AUSTRALIAN
PACIFIC
Our 18 day tour leaves on 20th October and all travel is by luxury coach except for
2 nights by train across the Nullarbor one way. This is a very popular tour and prices
are-from Melbourne 1st rail $1111 (2nd rail $1070); Adelaide $984 (943); Sydney
$1143 (1077); Brisbane $1253 (1187). Concession for Pensioners is available.
7. A.C.T.S./S.M. TOURS VISIT CHINA TOUR 1980
Departing on October 23rd with Leader Gwen Ray we spend 3 nights in Hong Kong.
16 nights In China (Kwangchow, Hangchow, Shanghai, Chengchow, Peking), and 2
nights in Manila. The group is limited to 24 members, and the price from Sydney is
$2,465. Make your reservations promptly to visit China this year.

9. TOUR TO INDONESIA
We plan to bring back our interesting tour to Indonesia and Singapore during April/
May 1981. Our Leader will be Lois Walker (nee Hurse) and details will be available
shortly.
05 Again during 1981 we will have a good selection of Sltmar Cruise allotments. Send
for details, but make your reservations early and avoid disappointment.
• • Our next U.S.A./Canada Tour Is being planned for May 1981.
• • Details of our 1981 Grand Tour of Europe with Israel and Greece available soon.

neenmoouoee m 5th tau money. five WISE

ilfeedetalicue 4?-44~' 7teu.e., Sewece

C.M.S. BOOKSHOP

47 East Raw

KATOOMBA
285 Main Street
NSW

LAUNCESTON BATHURST
94 Si John StreetChurch Street
TAS 7250
N S W 2795

BRISBANE
468 Ann Street
OLD 4000

WOLLONGONG PARRAMATTA
67 Church Street Railway Arc,vde
N.S.W.2500
NSW 2150

MELBOURNE
209 Flinders i , Ir it'
viC 3000
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JEREMIAH HELPS
From time to time we all face
situations which cause us a great deal
of personal anguish and distress. We
may find ourselves driven to deep
depression or to intense feelings of
personal inadequacy. When we feel
this way we can also feel a terrible
sense of isolation from our friends or
family and even from God. In this
situation we find it very hard to open
ourselves to express how we feel.
Prayer comes hard and perhaps
becomes distorted as we try to avoid
any trace of bitterness or anger
which we believe will invalidate our
prayer.
We also retreat from our friends
and family, putting on a brave but
dishonest "front" for them to deal
with, but focussing on our own
private world of anguish within our
own thoughts. It is as if we are afraid
to trust others with our real feelings.
We fear rejection and the shocked
reaction of others to the
incongruence between our public
and private image. We also fear the
accusation that our honesty is
nothing but self-indulgence and self pity, both of which may be seen to
be inappropriate for Christians. Our
fear of being open and honest cuts
us off from God and from our fellows
at the very time we most need
support.
Perhaps it would be helpful to gain
a proper perspective on our need to
be constructively honest and to see
that Christians should express this
need and are actually encouraged to
do so by Biblical teaching. An
examination of the book of Jeremiah
reveals a very relevant example of
prayer which is an anguished but
honest cry from the heart (Jeremiah
20:7-18).

(Director' Rev. W. M Constable)

Lic. No. 831 7

Head Office: 1st floor, 31 Queen St., Melbourne 3000
Phone: 62 7233
N.S.W.: 5th Floor, 83 York St., Sydney 2000
Phone: 29 7594
Old.: 160 Edwards St., Brisbane 4000
Phone: 221 3922
South Aust.: 2nd floor, ,.14 Gawler Place, Adelaide, 5000 Phone: 223 6300

Our Offices are

Agents for all 9rfi , Land

Mill All
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Jeremiah was a prophet called to
present a very unpopular message to
a rebellious people. He faithfully
presented the message given to him
by God but experienced a great deal
of personal distress when it was
rejected by a people he loved very
dearly. John Hercus has very
succinctly described Jeremiah's
feelings: "At last the immense and
bitter truth dawned on the sensitive
mind of the prophet. As he saw the
utter preoccupation of the city with
business and pleasure; as he had
seen them using the great religious
reform of Josiah as a cloak to hide
them from the naked truth of the
clear, known will of God; as he finally
saw the sudden changes in the whole
pattern of world affairs, Jeremiah
reeled under the impact of the truth
he now understood. No wonder
Jeremiah felt sick, sick as death, as he
blanched and trembled with the
awful truth! No wonder he squirmed
and tossed in his so-human desire to
avoid having to declare what he now
knew." (More Pages from God's
Casebook, 1966, pp. 99-100.)
Faced by this anguish and despair,
Jeremiah turns to God in prayer (Ch.
20) and in verses 7-10 expresses very
clearly how he feels. He states that he
has been deceived by God, scorned
by his people, impelled by a message
he would like not to deliver but
unable to avoid doing so, rejected as
a scaremonger and traitor, and
persecuted by his own people. Some
well-meaning modern day Christians
might be tempted to brand this kind
of prayer as a "non-prayer" and as a
selfish exercise in self-pity - except
that it is a prayer contained in
Scripture and uttered by a person
like Jeremiah! If it is appropriate for
Jeremiah, why not for us too? We

Dr. Alan Craddock

need to pray honestly and need not
fear God's reaction.
Jeremiah was honest but
constructive. He had turned to God
and uttered an honest cry from the
heart. He then continued in prayer
coming to terms with the fact that
God was with him and would be his
defender (v. 11) and that God knows
what is in the heart and mind and
tests justly (v. 12). He placed his
cause in God's hands and praised
God who ". , , rescues the oppressed
from the power of evil men". (v. 13)
It is noteworthy that Jeremiah's
prayer does not conclude on this
high point. He goes on to express his
regret that he had to be the one born
to carry the burden of such a
message and to witness its rejection
by a people he loved (vv. 14-18). But
is this emotional reaction invalid and
destructive? Jesus himself carried a
similar emotional burden. The
anguish of the cross was very clearly
expressed in Jesus' prayer in the
Garden of Gethsemene. Surely we
don't see this as self-pity and selfindulgence!
The emotional anguish of
Jeremiah's burden needed to be
expressed for psychological and
spiritual reasons. God helped him
not by removing the anguish (that
could not be, given the rebellion of
the people) but by enabling him to
cope with it (Jeremiah 15:10-21). It
can be argued that Jeremiah needed
to carry such an emotional burden in
order to adequately fulfil the ministry
to which he was called. This burden
would have become intolerable had
Jeremiah become isolated from God
and from significant friends and coworkers like Baruch, his secretary.
How are we to cope with our own
anguish? We can be confident -in
prayer even though our words may

fail and our emotions confuse us:
"The Spirit ... comes to help us,
weak as we are. For we do not know
how we ought to pray; the Spirit
himself pleads with God for us in
groans that words cannot express.
And God, who sees into our hearts
knows what the thought of the Spirit
is, because the Spirit pleads with God
on behalf of his people and in
accordance with his will, (Romans
8:26-27; see also I Corinthians 2:10-13
and Hebrews 4:14-16).
We also need to be honest with
and look to support from significant
people in our lives. As Christians we
are called to minister to one another
and this is one of the ways in which
God helps us with our burden. "He
helps us in all our troubles, so that
we are able to help others who have
all kinds of troubles, using the same
help that we ourselves have received
from God" (II Corinthians 1:4). In
order for this to work we need to feel
free to open ourselves to God and to
those persons who are used by God
to give us help. The attitude we need
is not self-pity and our intention
should not be to simply gain
attention or to make others feel sorry
for us. We need to recognise that
there are those to whom we can turn,
who care enough to listen, to provide
support, and to guide us through our
time of anguish.
Given these perspectives it should
be clear that Christians can be honest
in their relationships to God and with
one another without necessarily
feeling that they are descending into
undisciplined self-indulgence. On
the contrary, constructive honesty
and a preparedness to be ministered
to, can lead to a level of coping
which anguished Christians may not
be able to achieve solely by their
own efforts.
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4. SOUTH EAST ASIA TOUR
This tour is a little unusual. Leaving on October 6th we spend two nights in Singapore,
5 in Burma, 10 in Thailand, 4 in Nepal and 4 in Hong Kong. There is liberal sightseeing
and adequate freetime, and an optional Flight over Mount Everest. Our Leader is
George Glazier. President of the N.S.W.Branch of the Pocket Testament League. The
price is from Sydney $2199. from Brisbane $2271; from Melbourne $2278 and from
Adelaide $2324. HURRY!.

8. MIDDLE EAST ADVENTURE TOUR
This fascinating tour takes us to both Bangkok and Singapore, and tiTen to Jordan for
3 nights (including Petra), Israel 10 nights, and Egypt 9 nights. Our Leader is Tom
Paterson, former Director of Road Transport in the Commonwealth Department of
Transport. This is the 'in' area to visit today. Others have copied us but we still have
an excellent value tour. Send for details.

SYDNEY
NOWRA
93 Bathurst Street 102 King horn
N.S.W.2000
Street
N S W 2540
CANBERRA

ANGUISH: A Cry for help or self-pity?

is much useful theology here and the
volume will repay careful reading.
Peter Jensen

5. SEE BEAUTIFUL NEW ZEALAND IN THE SPRING
Leaving on October 11th we will visit Christchurch, Tekapo, Oamaru, Invercargill, Te
Anau, Milford Sound, Queenstown, Alexandra, Fox Glacier, Greymouth, Picton,
Wellington, Napier, Rotorua, Waitomo and Auckland, etc. This 18 day lour can be
extended to include the Bay of Islands. Prices are: from Melbourne $980; Sydney
$948, Brisbane $969. Bay of Islands extension $205. Tour Leader: Rev. Russ
McKinnon of Warrnambool

Burwood Uniting Church Ladies' Luncheon - August 14.
Waverley Brethren Crusade - August 15 to 24.
Dubbo CBMC and local churches -September 13 to 15.

RN.

Tit° UNDERSTAND EACH '" %THER

Metro Curveigher,

Shah., Naomi.w.Ntobary

of seeking to 'perfect in the flesh that
which has begun in the Spirit'.
While more recent commentaries
help us enjoy the scenery on the
way, Luther helps us find the track
for the journey.

Commentary
on
Galatians

William Cunningham
Commentary on Galatians
Martin Luther
Kregal Reprint $10.95 (USA)
Kregal have done a service in
famous
ommentary on this epistle based on
his lectures at the University of
Wittenberg. Luther was by training a
theologian and twice a week lectures
on the scriptures 30 years.

Martin includes chapters on Mark
as a Theological Document, and
Special Emphasis in the Gospel's
Christiology. He concludes with a
chapter on the Gospel in Today's
World.
Marshall concentrates his early
attention on the question of history
in Luke, but is mainly concerned with
the theology of the gospel. Those
who own Marshall's recently
produced commentary on Luke will
also want to possess this volume.
However both books would prove a
valuable stimulus to the preacher and
are warmly recommended.

The Reformers and Theology
of the Reformation
Banner of Truth Trust, (reprinted
1979) £5
This is the republication of a 19th
century work by William
Cunningham who was Professor of
Church History in New College,
Edinburgh. It contains chapters on
such subjects as The Reformers and
the Doctrine of Assurance, Zwingli
and the Doctrine of the Sacraments,
and Calvinism and Arminianism.
Cunningham wrote at a time of great
controversy, especially in England,
about the worth of the reformers,
and this controversy is reflected in
his pages. The result is that the book
often addresses itself to 19th century
persons and issues. Furthermore,
much work has been done in the
various areas covered by
Cunningham since he wrote, and this
means that his contribution is
somewhat dated. Nevertheless, there

amount to introductions to the
respective gospels, and, while clearly
offering the authors' own views, give
descriptions of the modern debate
on various issues of gospel criticism.

Peter Jensen

reprinting Luther's

While commentaries such as
Burton (ICC) and Betz (Fortress) are
essential repositories of more recent
labours on Galatians, every preacher
should read Luther for he certainly
knew how to apply his text to his
own situation. That is the problem
for our contemporary Christian
scene. Galatians is one of those NT
letters that is a great challenge to
much of our present Christian
lethargy and our continuing danger

LukeHistorian and Theologian

IMPACT BOOKSHOP

I. H. Marshall

For largest selection of Theological
Books, together with General
Literature and Cassette Lectures.
Church Bookstalls and House Party
Accounts Arranged

Paternoster $3.50
Mark - Evangelist and
Theologian

Contact Charles Mann
(Manager)

R. P. Martin

Telephone (02) 51 2225

Paternoster $3.50
The scholarly move towards an
examination of the editorial work of
the evangelists is reflected in these
volumes from the pen of two wellestablished evangelical authors. They

Look for the NEW Shop-front /
near Queen Street

/

MOORE COLLEGE
18 King Street
Newtown 2042
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The Rev. Garth Hewitt, a leading U.K.
Christian Pop singer said at his press
conference to commence his
Australian tour on behalf of Scripture
Union's Centenary Year Celebrations
he feels it is wrong to mislead people
into attending a concert to be
entertained and then to stand up and
give them a sermon. His approach is
one of entertainment.

Registered for posting as a publication Category A

PRICE 30 CENTS

However, if non-Christians receive
a challenge or even start thinking
about the Christian life, through his
performances, then he is
exceptionally pleased. Likewise if
Christians are encouraged or
challenged, then it is wonderful.

Garth Hewitt (centre), Anglican minlO,'r and one id England s leading k hrislian pop singers, together with his backing
group from Britain. Left to Right: Robert Hadrell, Robert Burns, Stephen Bruce and Tom Blades.
Photo Ramon Williams

Impact of Uni. Mission Seen in Backlash
The Recent Sydney University
mission conducted by Canon John
Chapman and Rev. Phillip Jensen in
conjunction with Christian groups
has brought some savage backlash.
Two candidates for election to
President of SRC are campaigning on
an anti Christian platform according
to latest edition of Honi Soit.
Policy Statement
Dear non-christian students,
I am standing for election to the
position of president of the SRC as a
member of "Little Satan's Seventh
Day Opportunist Church of Latter
Day Sinners" for the first time. When
elected I will strive to ensure that the
evangelical union (in all its forms and
permutations) will be ruthlessly
persecuted all over campus. I will
also oppose funding of such
organisations. Our organisation
("Little Satan's") has been set up to
combat the latest outbreak of
mindless, rabid and foaming christian
militancy on campus (in particular

the no life, no christ, etc. movement).
It appears to me that the evangelical
union is somewhat similar to a
washing machine with too much
powder in it. "Little Satan's" will be
conducting stonings and lionfeedings in an effort to keep the
numbers of these individuals !ow.
These events will be well publicised
via honi, and the daily bull. If you
don't wish to vote for me, vote for
Mark Manion, a self expressed
communist, homosexual, antichristian radical (a fellow member of
"Little Satan's").
Yours sincerely
JEREMY TRAHAIR
Policy Statement
Appalled! I should say so! And so
should you be too, dear reader,
about the shocking display of the
hardcore propaganda in recent days
of the militant factions in the
Evangelical Union. Their display of
subversive anti-social indoctrination
make the Sparticists (both of them)
seem like the Festival of Light's

The Australian Church Record has been bringing the news
on Church affairs for 100 years, 1880-1980

C ynical of
Chinese
Religious
Freedom
.

Commenting on some who feel an
admittance charge should not be
made for Christian concerts, Garth
expressed the view that if people are
coming to be entertained, they
should pay. "If people wish to
preach, let them become preachers.
Nobody is charged to enter a church
to hear God's word. But people
expecting to be entertained, in a
professional manner, should also be
prepared to pay." Garth explained
that as a professional singer, this is
his way of making a living, and
nobody should disagree with him on
that.

$86,000 For

"Music for Ageing Geriatrics"
committee.
Not since the black days of the
Crusades have innocent people been
subjected to such a soul-destroying
campaign of a basic misconception
of fundamental human nature as we
now know it!
I represent, in part, the standing
committee of "Little Satan's Seventh
Day Opportunists Church of Latter
Day Sinners", a small group of
devotees striving to grow and
develop and take a meaningful shape
in today's complex society. Our aims
are quite simple. No longer will you
be plagued by harassment and
feelings of inadequacy thrust at you
by rabid and foaming militant
christians on campus. Programmes
for dealing with this are at present
being completed, and we feel sure
that many of you will flock to the
soon-to-be popularised stonings and
lion feedings.
One Christian observer at Sydney
University commented that
regardless of how serious the
platforms of the candidates for
president are, it is obvious that the
Mission made a considerable impact.
Encouraging reports indicate that
since the mission has finished, a
number of students touched by the
public meetings have been
converted.

Overseas Relief

Over the past year the Archbishop
of Sydney's Overseas Relief Fund has
distributed more than $86,000 toward
relief for the poor and needy in
famine-ravaged and war-torn areas in
the world.
In June and July the fund made
grants amounting to $30,000 to assist
in famine relief in Uganda, Eritrea
and the Sudan.
$31,000 has also been given for
work in the camps on the Thai and
Kampuchea borders among refugees
whose physical plight has become
worse with the upsurge of fighting in
that area.

ST. LUKE'S
HOSPITAL
18 ROSLYN STREET,
POTTS POINT, SYDNEY
Telephone 358 3355
St. Luke's is a Church of England
general hospital open to all creeds. As
it is a non-profit organisation, the Board
appeals for your help to raise funds for
this work. STAGE 1 development
brought St. Luke's up to a hospital with
140 beds, including 16 private suites, 3
new operating theatres, theatre sterile
supply unit, intensive care unit and
essential equipment; further upgrading
planned of existing equipment/services. Tax deductible, gift duty-exempt
donations of $2.00 or more, payable to
"St. Luke's Development Fund" are
acknowledged by official receipt.
OW Executive Officer. T. J. BLAND
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Bromwyn Walker in period costume, holds the most hist°, it. item displayed at the Scripture Union's "Tool Rack" held
in the Parramatta Park, August 16. The item is a Bible reading card dated 1892.
The event was part of the Scripture Union's Centenary celebrations and was held in the very city where it all started,
Parramatta, in 1880.
Tents housing various organisations, were arranged in the shape of the letters "S.U."
Film distributors, Scripture Supply organisations, Bible Colleges and Teaching Material displays, were housed in the ten
tents used.
The hundreds who passed through the Exhibition were able to sit and participate in some of the "Beach Mission" style
meetings. Owen Shelley, C.S.S.M., remarked that there was no need of pressure to keep this audience here, for all had
come of their own free will.
(Photo Ramon Williams)

Even the Bell
Boys of China
Learn English
with F.E.B.C.

As a result the F.E.B.C. now
conducts a Bible School of the Air for
the purpose of training Church
leadership. The Christian Church
there has no Bible school for its
churches. It has also been
conducting courses on "How to
witness" as well as its specific gospel
and bible dictation programmes.
Manila receives a vast number of
letters and the most noticeable
increase has come from Mainland
China indicating tremendously
encouraging results.

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL ALLIANCE LTD
(SPONSORED BY EVANGELICAL MISSIONARY ALLIANCE)

POSTCODE
Enter me as a new Subscriber to the Australian Church Record. I enclose 06.00,
Subscription for 12 months' issues.
Post coupon to The Church Record Ltd, Square Level, St Andrew's House, Sydney
Square. Sydney, NSW, 2000.
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Even the bell boys at the hotels in
Mainland China have been seen with
radio in one hand and F.E.B.C. Learn
English notes in the other by F.E.B.C.
workers from Manila who have
visited the 'underground' church
there, according to the Reverend
Fred Magbanua who heads the work
in the Philippines.
He told the Church Record that the
new access to Christians and the
opening of churches again for
worship has been not only a
tremendous encouragement to
Christians, but has also meant that
the F.E.B.C. has been able to talk
openly with Christians about their
needs and how best radio can help.

Bringing you the most important Church news from Australia and
overseas every two weeks.
Become a subscriber now through our special introductory offer: $6
for 12 months' issues (Normal Subscription $10).

Accredited Agents for All —
Airlines, Shipping Companies and Coach Tours

"China is seeking to use religion as
a weapon in furthering its own aims
in international politics," said V.
Ganshin in the Russian paper
lzvestiya. "Certain concessions whic.,b
the Chinese leaders have had to
make," continues the author (a
campaign for the support of 13
million Chinese Muslims, greater
activity for Catholic and Taoist clergy,
attempts to resume dialogue with
Buddhists, re-opening of churches,
temples and mosques) "are not
motivated by any genuine desire to
fulfil the rights granted to believers in
the 1954 Constitution, and then
brutally violated by Maoists," but are
due to the leadership's realization
that "at a time of internal political
tension and mass distrust of
government policies, it is beter to
allow a degree of religious liberty
(naturally, under strict State control)
than to allow an escalation of
political discontent."

The Reverend Fred Magbanua
making a point in an interview with
the Record.

F.E.B.C.'s original rational for
coming into existence in 1946 was to
broadcast from Shanghai into China,
and although that plan was thwarted
by the Communist Government, the

On other pages ... For Prince Charles — Bettor a Catholic wife with a true f, ith than a nominal
Anglican ... page 3. Loners — That Buddha in the Church Hall . . page 2. Understanding the
chronically ill — Dr. Craddock .. page 7. 100 and 200 years old celebration .. page 8.
English Evangelical Colleges — a survey ... page 3.

Manila base has enabled it to fulfil a
much wider ministry to 14 Asian
countries from its Philippino base.
FARMING BY RADIO
The Farmers School of the Air is
another programme which is
conducted by Christian
agriculturalist. Material is mailed to
the farmer and once he has
successfully completed the course he
receives a diploma from the
Secretary of Agriculture who attends
the F.E.B.C. Graduation Ceremony.
The Government has now adapted
this course for its own use over its
radio stations. Programmes are
conducted on hygiene as well.
Mr Magbanua said "F.E.B.C. aims
to meet the needs of the whole man,
and any strategy that touches only
one need lacks the Biblical wholistic
approach to man."
WORLD VISION AND R.C.
CONFLICT RESOLVED
Mr Magbanua is also Chairman of
the Board of World Vision
Philippines. The Church Record
asked about the long term results of
the conflict between World Vision
and the Roman Catholic Church over
its allegations of proselytising by
Protestant Churches with World
Vision Aid. He said, 'There is no
denying that there were instances
where that occurred. But the Lord
has worked through that situation
which happened in 1978 and has
shown us a new way of operating in
the Philippines that has been a great
blessin to the whole community.
to page 5

The Archbishop elect of Brisbane,
the Right Reverend John Grinrod of
Rockhampton told the Church
Record that he believed that
Anglicans of differing viewpoints
should aim to work together as fully
as they can for the unity of the
Church. His work on the Liturgical
Commission, he said, indicated his
own approach on co-operation
within the Anglican Church
Of his appointment to the
Metropolitan See of Brisbane, he said
that he was surprised at the
appointment, but accepted it in the
belief that it was a genuine call from
God.
The new Archbishop like his
predecessor although English born
and educated has spent a
considerable portion of his life in
Australia. Bishop Grinrod who is 60
will be enthroned as the Archbishop
within 2 months.
Photo A.1.0.
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